How “Shopping Around” for An Estate Plan
Could Leave Your Family With an
Expensive, Unintended Mess
By Ashley E. Sharek, Esquire, Personal Family Lawyer®
Maybe you’ve heard that before investing in a professional service you should “get three
estimates.” While often this is wise advice, it’s actually a bad idea when it comes to estate
planning. This article explains why and how you can ensure you get the most efficient and
affordable plan possible for your family without shopping estate planning lawyers the way you
may think.
Let’s begin with why “getting three estimates” for an estate plan doesn’t work to actually get you
what you want.
First and foremost, this recommendation assumes that you should be shopping for an estate plan
based on cost and that you understand exactly what you are shopping for and how to evaluate
those estimates.
Shopping for an estate plan based on getting the lowest cost plan possible is the fastest path to
leaving your family with an empty set of documents (maybe in a beautiful binder, but not worth
the paper they are written on) that won’t actually work for your family when they need it.
Unfortunately, we see the negative effects of cheap estate planning when family members come
to us during a time of grief with that fancy binder that sat on the shelf for years sending out
signals of false security, full of out of date estate planning documents and find themselves stuck
in Court or conflict, even though that’s exactly what their loved one thought they had paid
someone to handle for them.
Here’s 5 reasons why shopping for the cheapest estate plan is likely to leave you with a plan
that won’t work for your family … and will leave them with a big mess instead.
1. The least expensive plan isn’t worth the paper it’s written on once you’ve left the
attorney’s office -- your life changes, the law changes, and your assets change over time;
your plan needs to keep up with those changes.
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And, the truth of the matter is that a lawyer can’t afford to provide anything more than
documents that won’t get updated when you only pay a few hundred dollars for a plan.
The business model simply doesn’t work.
2. That’s why … cheap estate plans are often sold by financial professionals who want to
get their hands on your money, not do right by your family -- an attorney who has built a
practice to actually serve your family in their best interests cannot make a living selling
$399 plans; only insurance and financial professionals getting paid commissions to sell
your families annuities and life insurance products they don’t need can make a living
selling cheap documents. Buyer beware!
3. Forms and documents won’t be there for your family when you can’t be -- you want to
leave your loved one’s a relationship with a trusted advisor who you have built
relationship with during your lifetime and who has met them and they already trust.
4. You get what you pay for and it’s your family that pays the price -- as you read in the
story in the callout box, my colleague’s father in law died after paying $3,000 for an
estate plan (not cheap) so that his family wouldn’t have to deal with the probate court or
his ex-wife after his death, and yet that’s exactly what happened when he died -- his
family was in court and dealing with his ex-wife. Why?
Because the law firm was a traditional forms and documents firm that put in place plans,
but didn’t make sure assets were owned in the right way or the plan stayed up to date
over time. You might think that’s malpractice, but it’s not. It’s common practice and it
leaves your family at risk if and when something happens to you!
5. An estate plan isn’t a set it and forget it kind of thing, it needs to stay up to date with
changes in your life, the law and your assets.
There’s currently more than $2.3 BILLION in unclaimed property held by Pennsylvania.
It typically gets there when someone dies or becomes incapacitated and their family loses
track of it because it wasn’t tracked well during life. And that’s just one way your family
loses out if you’ve shopped around for the cheapest estate plan rather than getting in
place a plan that actually works for the people you love.
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If what you want is the false security of a cheap estate plan, go online and do it yourself.
Chances are, you haven’t done that because you know that’s risky business and you love your
family too much for that.
Well, it’s the same way when you are shopping around town for the cheapest plan possible.
Because you love your family, you don’t actually want the cheap plan, you want the plan that’s
going to work for the people you love, when they need it.
In the meantime, if you already have an estate plan in place and you are concerned you may
have gotten a cheap plan that won’t actually serve your family when they need it most, contact us
for a plan review. You can either have us do it for you, or you save some money by doing it
yourself with our guidance and then come in to discuss what you discovered along the way.

Contact us at 412.347.1731 to schedule OR email
contact@shareklaw.com to get on our calendar. We begin our planning
process with a Life & Legacy Planning Session, during which you’ll
become more financially organized than you ever have been before and
you’ll finally be in a place to make informed, educated choices about the
right plan for your family based on the things that really matter, instead
of just shopping around by price.
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